This book is for you, if you are an online entrepreneur looking to build a
thriving business around your sold-out digital products and trainings, yet you’re
currently dealing with any of the following:

‣ No matter how hard or how long you work, you never seem to make any
progress.

‣ Despite how much you’ve learned, you still feel like you’re missing
something, and therefore can’t take the next step.

‣ You find yourself chasing every shiny object, changing directions
constantly and wondering what the heck you’re doing!

‣ You notice that you’re doing it ALL yourself and you rely on your hard
work and effort as your primary asset for success.

‣ You keep avoiding what is uncertain, unknown and unproven.
‣ You know that you were meant for more, but somehow you can’t seem
to get out of your own way.
...if you said “YES!” to one of these, keep reading. You’re in the right place! And
by the end of this book, you’ll know EXACTLY why you’ve been experiencing
those symptoms listed above!

“When you change the way you look at things, the
things you look at change.”
— Wayne Dyer

If you’re an entrepreneur that has been struggling to get your business off the
ground, or you find yourself working harder and longer in your business than
any job or boss would ever ask of you, I’m here to tell you:
You’re doing it all wrong!

Ok, sure, maybe not ALL wrong. But chances are, there are a LOT of ways you
are currently approaching business that are #BACKWARDS.
When I say this, it upsets most people. I get it! People like to be right! Most
NEED to be right! So, if you’re already feeling a wee bit upset, we’re on the right
track! I mean, I have to assume that if you had a multiple seven-figure business
with the perfect team, no problems, and plenty of free time on your hands, you
wouldn’t be here, right?
And chances are that is WHAT you want! Or... your version of that. So isn’t it
more important that I show you HOW to make that happen instead of worrying
about offending you or saying something you don’t want to hear?
The truth CAN hurt. I know my ego has been bruised many times, and every
time I swallow that pride, it’s immediately chased by a big dose of businesschanging breakthroughs.
I hope you’re willing to do the same, because let’s face it: Entrepreneurs are
stubborn! Most would rather remain struggling on a path to burnout then ever
admit to being wrong! But there comes a beautiful point in every
entrepreneur’s journey where that struggle becomes so real, they open
themselves up to change.
If you’ve begun questioning your entire life...
...if you have laid in bed at night and asked aloud, “what the F&^%*$ am I
even doing?!”
...if you have felt that feeling of deep, dark DESPERATION in the pit of your
stomach...

...you are absolutely in the right place my friend!
Why?
Because most people aren’t ready to hear what I have to say until they reach that
“low point.” You see, even as you read this right now, you’re beginning to make
your opinions and judgements about what I say. You’re even going so far as to
say things like, “I agree” or “I disagree.” And, if you’re like most, you will read
what I have to say, and then subconsciously evaluate it, compare it to other
things, and you’ll look to see if it fits with what you already know about business
and the world, and if it doesn’t fit, you’ll throw it out. When you throw it out, you
don’t change.
You see, most entrepreneurs come to the table simultaneously not knowing
much, but also believing they know everything! So if they hear something new
or different that contradicts with their “common sense,” or what others have
said, they ignore it and move on.
But something beautiful can happen
when you get to a place of utter
desperation: you become OPEN — so
incredibly open to new ideas and new
ways of thinking.
And I can promise you one thing:
Everything I share here will contradict
what you think you know about business and entrepreneurship. And it will
absolutely defy common sense. Heck if it took common sense to be successful,
success would be common.

But here’s why everything in these pages will contradict what you think you
know:
You were not wired for Entrepreneurship.
None of us were.
Unless you were home-schooled or private-mentored by a family of
successful entrepreneurs, you were raised the way I was: through the public
education system.
And whether you would like to admit it or not, you were indoctrinated into a
certain way of thinking, acting, and being from a very young age. 5 days a week,
7 hours a day, for close to 18 years of your life. If you
DON’T think that experience made an impression on you… think again.
That certain way has a predisposition towards being an employee.
For starters, we are told from day #1 that the path to success is to
WORK HARD.
Work hard, do your homework, do what you’re told, and you’ll graduate and get
the job. “Work Hard” becomes so ingrained in us, that it literally becomes our
strategy for proving our worth in the World. “If I work harder, I’ll be more worthy
and more deserving.” Oh ya? Try looking your beautiful newborn baby in the eyes
and say you’re not worthy, get to work!
Oh and side note: today my motto is: “The Less I Do, the More I Make” and that
is very VERY accurate and real. (More on that later!)

In school, we are also taught to ASK PERMISSION. Raise your hand. Wait your
turn. Only go to the bathroom when you are told you can.
In the world of Entrepreneurship, where your job is to literally create what has
never been done before you, permission will NEVER be granted! And if you’re
waiting for it, you’re going to be waiting a long time!
In school, sadly, INTELLECT is valued above all. Have you ever noticed that 99%
of our classes only grade us on how SMART we are? And yet we never question
it, because we never knew anything different! Do you think “success” as an
entrepreneur is reserved for only the smartest?
I know countless numbers of successful personal brands, podcast hosts and best
selling authors who were C students at best. Performance in school does NOT
correlate to performance in the World of Entrepreneurship.
What’s worse, in school, intellect is measured by how well you can memorize
stuff. In short, creativity, innovation, and communications are all ignored, and a
big dangerous message is revealed: you can’t move on until you have all the
answers. Sounds familiar?
How often do you find yourself “stuck” or “frozen” in your business, because
you don’t have all the answers, all the steps or all the pieces yet? Where do you
think that came from? (Don’t worry, we’ll address this later.)
Now, if you think I’m knocking school... I’m not! The point is rather simple: +18
years in an environment of the public education system adapted us with a
series of skills, beliefs and behaviors that are not the MOST conducive to
entrepreneurship.

Put another way: if you went to a high school for entrepreneurs, it would be
very, VERY different.
Now, as far as I know, there are no public schools geared solely for
entrepreneurs, however, today, there are staggering stats that well over
540,000 new entrepreneurs are entering the marketplace every single month.
(Uh oh! More competition! Oh ya, you’ve probably been told competition is BAD
too, huh?) Yet, research also reveals that 8 out of 10 businesses will fail in their
first 18 months.
Why?
Because these new entrepreneurs are taking ALL that they know, which they
learned from their environment of the first 18-22 years of their life, and they’re
applying it to business. Most have ZERO clue what the very nature of
entrepreneurship even is, and they go to work starting a business, like the good
little hardworking, permission-seeking, knowledge-needing employee that
they’ve been groomed to be.
And when they start failing…
...They work harder. They work longer.
They seek out more tools, more
strategies, more stuff that they’ll throw
their time and money at in hopes that
those things out there will solve their
business problems.
As you’ve probably heard before: “you take your problems with you, wherever
you go.”

So, needless to say, these problems don’t get solved, and most entrepreneurs
will inevitably fail. And then, they’ll have to give up on their dreams, and most
will go to work for an entrepreneur who was successful... who figured out what
I’m here to show you.
And ALL of this could have been prevented if they could have simply changed
how they’re wired. Just like a computer, we can ditch the default software
program of the Employee-Mindset and upgrade it for The EntrepreneurMindset.
I don’t need to tell you, that the entrepreneurial greats that have come before
you and me, changed the World BECAUSE they first saw the World a different
way. Their unique perspectives, beliefs, and thinking about things allowed them
to see what others couldn’t, and DO what others wouldn’t.
In short: they were wired differently.
And if you don’t make a conscious, concerted effort to change your thinking
right now, you can kiss your business dreams goodbye! Because as you look
around, you’ll find evidence that everything in our society from television and
social media to our education system, is all encouraging you to think and act a
certain way. THE SAME WAY. The way of the masses (and yes, the “m” is silent).
So, that is the focus with our work together in this report: to CHALLENGE the
beliefs, the thoughts and the perspectives you currently hold about business…
your business and YOU in the context of business... how to think like successful
entrepreneurs think so YOU too can make business more simple, more
enjoyable, and (and this is the biggy!) CLEARER.

And by the way, there is absolutely NOTHING special about me. I had to figure
out all this stuff myself... THE HARD WAY. Now, sure I had a predisposition for
entrepreneurship from a young age. When I was 7, I was selling water, sodas,
and nachos to the construction workers doing road work on my streets. By age
11, I was fishing golf balls out of the artificial lakes and selling them back to the
golfers who hit them there in the first place.
When eBay came around, I was a Power Seller — buying, selling, and restoring
vintage motorcycles. I was 15 and making +$2,000 PER WEEK. That was more
than my high school counselor made, who didn’t exactly like the fact that I
couldn’t, for the life of me, take “CAREER DAY” seriously. If my future was
waiting for me inside some file in a box labeling jobs from A-Z, I didn’t want it.
But I was a kid. So none of that counted, right? I had no bills to pay.
Nothing to risk. I was just playing around. (Or as I like to call it: practice.) It wasn’t
until after college when I started to get serious about business. And maybe that
was my first mistake: getting SERIOUS.
I struggled for more than four years to make ANYTHING happen. I was so broke
that I was forced to move back in with mom and dad, and live off of Subway
sandwiches ($5 Footlongs). And it wasn’t that I wasn’t trying hard enough.
Heck! That definitely was NOT the issue!
In fact, I tried so hard, I got addicted to my little sister’s Adderall and dropped
down to an unhealthy 140 pounds. That’s when I learned working hard is easy. I
woke up at 9am. Popped 20 mg of pills and worked until about 2am, then did it
again. Those were +16 hour days. And still nothing.

Obviously, things are different
today. The business has grown
to multiple 7 figures, we have a
team of 14 (including my wife
and I), and we are on track to
TRIPLE our revenue from the
previous year which puts us
close to 8 figures.
What had to change first was
my thinking. My thoughts,
beliefs and perspectives ALL changed.
Today, I continue to work less and less, which means I’m traveling far more, and
the best part — we’ve been able to show my students and clients how they
can do the same!
In fact, 3 years ago, I started a 12-month program for Online Entrepreneurs
already at $100,000, looking to create a breakthrough year in their business.
Within 12-18 months, all 12 of those members experienced rapid growth, and
SIX of of those hit 7-figures!
And all 12 of them admitted to one thing that they thought was very bizarre...
During those 12 months, I RARELY (if ever!) talked about Marketing or Business
Strategy. They had expected (and this may be what you’ve been expecting too)
that I would have some super secret ninja FUNNEL or marketing plan that I was
hiding from the rest of the World, and now finally it would be revealed!

Nope. None of that. So... what did I talk about?
Simply put: whatever was getting in the way from what they wanted. And when
we got that thing OUT of the way, they got what they wanted!
And whatever was getting in their way, was always IN THEIR HEAD, and…
when you change the way you see things, the things around you change!
It’s that simple, but it’s not always that easy.
These entrepreneurs and now hundreds more have MASTERED one principle
that I shared, that now I’m going to share with you…

Everything I’m discussing and sharing with you boils down to one simple
concept:
How you see business, determines what is possible.
When you actually GET this, you’re off to the races! So, let’s break this down a
bit, shall we? First off, we’ll begin with the phrase, “what is possible.” Well,
what IS possible? The answer: ANYTHING. Anything is always possible 100% of
the time.
But do you believe that? I mean, I know it sounds nice to double-tap that on
Instagram, but do you really FEEL deep down inside that anything is possible for
you? Now, okay, maybe you THINK anything is possible... but do you feel it? Do
you know it? Do you LIVE it?

Look at your business goals?
Are those possible?
Maybe you THINK they’re possible, but at a cost. Example: “Yes, I believe I can
have a 7- figure business, but at the sacrifice of ____ (fill in your blank here).”
(Or choose from: family, time, health, money!) Well, if that’s you... then you
actually DON’T think anything’s possible. You think one thing is possible, only if
you give up something else.
So, if you’re not OPERATING from the FACT that anything is 100% possible 100%
of the time, let’s look at the first half of that statement I shared: How You See
Business.
If you don’t FEEL like anything is possible, then your future vision is already
being constricted by “how you see business.”
“How you see business” is your perspective of business. And the great question
to ask here is: Where did this perspective come from? Were you born with it?
Did you observe others in business? Do you have previous experiences of your
own?
Recently, I met a super smart young and ambitious teenager who told me she
does NOT want to ever become an entrepreneur. Her reason:
“My dad is an entrepreneur. And I see how much he travels and is away from the
family.”
Did you catch that? She thinks ALL entrepreneurs NEED to travel and be away
from their family. That may have been true 20 years ago, but NOT today. Yet,
notice how easily we pick up beliefs and stories about what it TAKES to be
successful... and they aren’t even TRUE!

So, let’s look at your perspective of business.
How do you SEE business?
How do you describe it? How do you feel about it? If you had to write your book
on the 7 Secrets to Success in Business, what would YOUR “secrets” be?
Better yet, here’s a question to really try on:
As you look at your biggest hairiest, scariest business goals, write down what
it’s going to take in order to hit those goals and be successful?
If you did that, you will now have a window into how you SEE business.
But what I want you to get, is how you SEE business, is not how business
actually is. It’s simply your PERCEPTION of it.
This is the case with many things in life that we take for granted. Take the
classic dog whistle for example. Dogs can hear it, but we can’t. Why? Because
the whistle blows at a frequency outside our range of available hearing. So, if
we can’t hear it, does that mean it doesn’t exist? Is it not REAL simply because
we can’t hear it?
Our perceptions are the filter through which we see the marketplace, business,
possibility and more. Our perceptions are created from our environment, our
beliefs, our interpretations.
But how you perceive something does not mean that IT IS something.
(i.e.: not perceiving the sound of the dog whistle does NOT mean it doesn’t exist)

For instance: you might think “selling” is scary, or intimidating or sleazy. But
that doesn’t mean it is. To me and other successful entrepreneurs, selling is
TRANSFORMATIONAL.
It’s how change begins! It’s fun, it’s easy and it’s necessary.
Yet we interact with what we PERCEIVE, not with what IS.
That’s because the perception doesn’t feel like a perception, it feels like much
more... like the way it is! So... we interact with the perception, not the REALITY
of business. We make decisions, take actions, and work in correspondence with
our perception, and THEN we get the RESULTS that match our perceptions!
That’s how people describe “self-fulfilling prophecy” or “placebo effect!”
And that’s because your brain doesn’t align your beliefs to fit your life... it
aligns your life to fit your beliefs.
That last line may be worth re-reading a second time.
Let me give you a simple example so you can start to see how this is playing out
in your life.
Right out of college, one of my best friends got a job working for a major cable
company. His job was to walk door to door inquiring about additional upgrades
and services that his company offered, and my favorite part of the day was
hearing all the horror stories of people slamming the door in his face or
threatening to call the cops.

And then he said something that I would never forget. He said, “James, I started
to notice myself getting a bit discouraged and, as a result, less effective at my
job. Then, I realized something. I was doing that because I was getting a string of
five, six, or even seven rejections right in a row. And I was starting to assume
that if these seven people said “no,” the eighth person must be a “no” as well.
How crazy is that?! House Number 8 has nothing to do with what House Number
7 did!”
THAT’S when his performance went back up!
Did you notice what happened? When he talked to Homes #1-7, he started to
say things to himself like, “I’m sure House #8 is going to be a NO too. I wonder
how they’ll reject me!”
And as you already know, HOW YOU SEE BUSINESS DETERMINES WHAT’S
POSSIBLE. What is REALLY possible when you’ve already made up your mind
that you’re going to get a “no”?
The question now is, where are you doing this in your business? How are you
letting things that have happened in your past affect your PRESENT? ...and
ultimately determine your FUTURE?
Did a surge of “unsubscribes” or nasty replies make you hesitant on sending out
that next email broadcast?
Did that webinar that “tanked” have you thinking, “webinars don’t work,” or
“this will never work out,” or “I’m just not cut out for this!”
At a sales and marketing workshop I was hosting some years ago, I would never
forget an eager, extroverted woman in the front row named Agi who was
CRUSHING her sales goals. In an exercise later in the day, I went around the

room and asked one question, “Where do you go in your head when you get the
“NO” — the rejection? What do you make it all mean?”
Answers ranged from tear-filled “I’m a loser” to “I’ll never be successful” and
some were much, much worse. It was quite sad to see how many people fell
into a trap of their own thinking. But I intentionally waited to hear Agi’s answer
LAST.
I pointed to her and asked, “Ok Agi, what do you make it mean when you get a
NO?” She hit me with her response without skipping a beat:
“Absolutely Nothing.”
You see to Agi, selling was a fun game that had NOTHING to do with her worth
or her value. A “NO” to her didn’t mean anything at all! To everyone else, it
meant the End of the World.
Do you have any doubt in your mind as to why Agi was so successful at selling?
Do you think she has mastered 101 fancy tactics, or she mastered her mental
relationship with selling?
How you SEE business, ultimately determines what is possible.

“We can't solve problems by using
the same kind of thinking
we used when we created them.”
— Albert Einstein

When you don’t have the right wiring
for entrepreneurship, business quickly
becomes this heavy, complicated,
confusing thing in your mind. No
wonder you get overwhelmed, stuck or
frustrated!
It’s time to make business simple again.

I want to offer you a new way to SEE and EXPERIENCE and INTERACT with all
things business, so that MORE can easily become possible for you! We’ll do this
by sharing the specific TRUTHS and PERSPECTIVES that myself and other
successful entrepreneurs have with regards to business.

These ideas and concepts will defy common sense and they will feel counterintuitive. This is your invitation to remain OPEN to new ideas and new ways of
thinking.
What can make this challenging for you is a lifetime of BAD WIRING that most
people DO NOT want to let go of. That’s because we would rather cling to what
is known and familiar even if it is harmful, rather than try something new and
different... even when we know it works!
So, if you’re willing to stay open, then let’s continue.

You’re Making it WAY Harder than it Needs to Be!
If I gave you a 1,000 piece puzzle and said “have at it!” I’m sure with a few
hours of concentration, you’d finish that puzzle proud, right?
But, what if I took away the box?
What if I also turned all the pieces upside down, so all you could see is the
brown cardboard back of the pieces? That easy puzzle, just became nearly
impossible.
Now the question is, where are you doing that to yourself in your business?
Where are you making things harder and more complicated than they need to
be?
In reality, Business is Extremely Simple.
Don’t believe me?

Business is about getting paid to solve problems. That’s it. Identify a problem or
a need, and get paid to solve it. And your business can grow in proportion to your
ability to solve bigger problems for more people.
And if you’re like me and you’re a Personal Brand business selling your content
and expertise, then you can take that 1,000 piece puzzle down to just two
SIMPLE pieces:
1. Build an Audience.
2. And Sell them what they want.
That’s it!
Simple! Yet, I get why things would appear so complicated! Everything you’re
learning is telling you if you don’t learn THIS or do THAT, your business will die!
You need:
Facebook Ads, a Facebook Group, Instagram 3x a day, copywriting, email
marketing, video, LIVE video, a website, SEO, a podcast, webinars, a blog,
launching, sales pages, a Funnel, automation, text messaging, and a bot or two!
Did I forget anything? Probably a lot!
...and if you don’t have it all, you’re somehow missing something, you’re not
ready and you shouldn’t launch.
However, what smart entrepreneurs will quickly realize, is that the only reason
one would think they would need all these things is because other smart
marketers have done a fantastic job of convincing you that you need all of these
things.

The reality is: You don’t. Build an audience and sell them what they want.
Oh! But you still think you need a BIG audience! Can’t sell until you have a
100,000 person email list? Again, more nonsense!
Take Jacqueline Kincer, a brand spankin’ new student of my program
Business By Design, who one day had a light bulb moment that changed
everything! As a lactation consultant to new moms, she had the brilliant idea of
creating a program that would help other lactation consultants get sold out
practices.
She offers just 15 spots at $497. And within 7 days she SOLD OUT.
But here’s the kicker: She had NO email list. NO Audience. No Facebook Group.
Oh ya, and NO PRODUCT.
“What?! Huh?! How?! This is not possible, James! How could she have possibly
done this without all those other pieces in place?!”
Simple! She didn’t know she needed those all those things.
You can check out her full story over on my podcast here:
http://www.mindyourbusinesspodcast.com/podcast/193

Isn’t it time you notice just how complicated you’ve made things? How many
pieces does your puzzle have? Two? Or 2,000?!
And if you’re like most who have read up until this point, you’ve realized that
you could indeed create something a bit less complicated. But... how?!
Well, let’s take a quick look at why one would make something more
complicated than it needs to be. Well, for starters, you probably didn’t know
any better! (But now you do!)
But I believe, for most, there’s something else at play...

You Think You Have Something to Prove.
As you know, I struggled for quite a few years. After massive selfawareness and
reflection, there was something I noticed. I thought I had to prove something to
others BEFORE I could actually be successful. Prove what? I don’t know... maybe
that I was good enough, smart enough, deserving enough.
But ultimately, I believe we were raised in a culture that says, “good things only
come to you through hard work and sacrifice.” So, when we stumble on a way
to build a business around our strengths and our passions, it couldn’t possibly
be this simple! I must find a way to make this harder than it needs to be!
So... we do!

That’s why I was making it harder than it needed it to be, the question is: Why
are you?
Whatever the reason, it will boil down to this: It’s allowing you to play SAFE. It’s
simply a protection-mechanism of sorts.
Putting yourself out there to the World, proclaiming your AuthorityStatus and
selling your stuff can be extremely exposing and vulnerable. And most
struggling entrepreneurs, and this may be you, would rather struggle and hustle
and stay busy than actually put themselves out there.
And if you’ve been noticing that you’ve still been hiding or playing small by
simply staying busy IN your business, then now you know exactly what’s going
on. You’ve made your “complicated and confusing” business the REASON why
you can’t put yourself out there.
The question then is, where do you think you’ll be a year from now if you keep
hiding? You can’t build a business (especially as a personal brand) by hiding and
playing small.
And if you still don’t think your business can be SIMPLE...
Take another one of my students, Njeru Nthigah, for example. He spent years
delaying the launch of his online business because he simply didn’t think he had
“all the pieces” yet. Well, the truth was: he didn’t have MOST of the pieces!
(Heck! I sure don’t!)
Then, Njeru decided to let go of that OLD thinking, make his business really
simple, and get to work.

In 5 months, he went from zero to $196,000 in sales ALSO with NO list and NO
product.
It’s quite unbelievable, but it makes sense when you start to see how he rewired his brain for entrepreneurial success! And the good news, if you want to
hear the full story on HOW he did it, you can listen to his episode here on my
podcast: http://www.mindyourbusinesspodcast.com/podcast/187
So, yes, business IS simple. And if you’re feeling constantly overwhelmed,
confused and fearful of all the pieces you think you’re missing, chances are,
you’ve made things more complicated than they need to be. When you focus
on building an audience (which doesn’t need to be a big audience, Heck! Njeru’s
audience was a FB group of
115!) and selling them what they want, you can finally focus on what REALLY
matters!
So, if you agree, let’s continue!

Feeling Productive Doesn’t Actually Mean You Were
Productive!
Struggling entrepreneurs tend to rely on their FEELINGS of productivity as their
evaluation of how their day went. Did they FEEL like they got a lot done? Did
they stay busy? Did a lot get crossed off the to-do list, if SO... you must have
had a “great day.”
Does that sound like you?

What most people don’t understand, and this may be you as well, is that a lot of
those tasks and activities may keep you busy, but they don’t create very much
forward momentum.
Let’s imagine your business is like a game of football. In Football, we have a field
that’s 100 yards long. And we have a BALL. For this example, let’s imagine the
ball indicates where you are now, and the end zone is where you want to be.
In business, there are certain activities and actions that will move the ball
forward, and yes, some that will move the ball backwards. However, there are
only a few activities, what I refer to as the 5% activities, that move the ball
drastically, while most (95%), only move the ball a fraction of an inch.
And ironically, most of these 5% activities do NOT take a lot of work or a lot of
time, while the OTHER 95% of activities DO! But chances are, these 5% activities
are the things you’re avoiding! Doing a sales call, pitching on a webinar, or
running a quick promotion in your business can take little time, effort and
energy (especially compared to building a website, or creating 100 YouTube
videos), but they absolutely move the ball further down the line.
So, if you want to think like a successful entrepreneur, there are few things we
need to look at differently than most.
Successful entrepreneurs know that business is simply a GAME. It’s a
GAME that is measured by numbers. Sure some of these numbers are obvious,
like SALES and Revenue Goals. But the point is: YOU create the GAME. You
create the metrics worth measuring! And I don’t have to tell you, what you
don’t measure, can’t grow!

And when you become the OBJECTIVE SCIENTIST of this Game simply testing
hypotheses and running experiments to see what works and doesn’t work, you
can avoid the trap that 99.99999% of other humanoids get themselves into:
internalizing failures. (More on that later)!
As an entrepreneur, the clearer you get on which games you’re playing and how
you’re keeping score, the more you can focus your time and energy on what
really makes the difference, and avoid staying busy.
For me specifically today, when it comes to the GROWTH of our business, we
look at three metrics: Podcast Downloads, List Size and Sales.
If the goal is to increase podcast downloads, my team’s effort and energy is
focused around creating GREAT content that gets in the hands of more people.
THEN, I know new listeners of the podcast will also subscribe to my mailing list
(list size!) and some of them will ultimately become customers (sales).

There are always a million other opportunities, tasks and projects that I could
be focused on, but how much more powerful and effective do you think we are
as a team, when we all focus on those three GAMES?
How much faster do you think you’ll grow when you do the same?
To say this another way, successful entrepreneurs are results-oriented, not
effort-oriented. In business, RESULTS are all that matter. No one will buy from
you because you worked harder, or because you deserved it. (Heck! You
ALREADY deserve it! That’s not in question!)
In fact, working harder and longer are just about the least effective and most
unnecessary ways you can grow.
You’ve undoubtedly heard the phrase “work smarter, not harder,” but it goes
much deeper than that. Tim Ferris has even talked about this idea that
“Working hard is LAZY. It’s lazy thinking.”
But when you discover that there are only a few key metrics and numbers that
can measure the overall health and growth of your business, you also discover
that increasing those numbers rarely takes a TON of effort or energy.
In fact, successful entrepreneurs know that hard work is the enemy of growth.
You can’t scale it, and you can’t sustain it, and worst of all, it takes you away
from your ACTUAL ROLE as an entrepreneur. And if you continue to rely on your
hard work and long hours, you’ve basically created a glorified JOB for yourself
(or 5 jobs!) that offer no free time, no vacation and no freedom.
In fact, my motto for years has been: THE LESS I DO, THE MORE I MAKE.

I try and LIVE that every day, and sure enough, my business continues to grow,
and I continue to work less.
Imagine your business is a FACTORY for a moment. If you relied on working and
being the “technician” of your business, the person on the factory floor putting
widgets together on the conveyor belt, you’d constantly have your head down
putting those widgets together.
So while you’re doing that, who’s leading the business? Who’s crafting the
vision? Marketing the product? Who’s looking out for future opportunities?
Strategic Partnerships? The answer: no one.
You know exactly what would happen if you took your eyes off the road and put
your head down while driving your car, right? You’d crash! It’s not any different
in your business! The more you spend time working IN your business staying
busy, the more your head is down.
But instead, when you work less IN the business, you’re time is massively freed
up to work ON your business.
This also brings us to a big GLARING pitfall that most struggling entrepreneurs
can never seem to get themselves out of. And that is…

Being “Thrifty” Will Keep You BROKE!
I’m constantly amazed at how freely new and struggling entrepreneurs give
away their time like it’s those inappropriate flyers they pass out to tourists on
the Las Vegas Strip, but when it comes to their money, they hold onto it tighter
than Fort Knox.

That is BACKWARDS! Why?! Because you can ALWAYS create more money
(especially when you learn the principles!), but you can never EVER get your
time back.
That is why SUCCESSFUL entrepreneurs always value their TIME more than
their money.
Now, if you’re someone who has been hesitant to spend any money to invest
into your business, but you’re giving your time away for 14 hours a day like
you’ll live forever... I get it! We have been trained to be survivaloriented and
risk-adverse our entire lives.
Just look at the stories about money we’ve been told: “Money doesn’t grow on
trees!” “You gotta work hard for your money!” “Mo’ money, mo’ problems!”
These outdated and inaccurate “money stories” are so hardwired into us, that
our lives become the self-fulfilling prophecies of these limiting beliefs. If you
have got to work hard for your money, money won’t come easily!
If more money means more problems, you either don’t have money, or you
have problems!
These limiting and quite nonsensical stories about money are extremely
pervasive, and there’s plenty of evidence backing them up. But there’s always
exceptions, and most of them can be found in the World of Entrepreneurship.
But here’s where this can get tricky. If you want to GROW your business
(and make more money) but you’re making decisions based off of your current
financial circumstances (i.e.: “I can’t afford this,” etc.) you KEEP those
circumstances.

How many times have you found yourself not investing in something that would
actually help you GROW your business because you couldn’t afford it? And as a
result, you didn’t get the chance to grow your business? And what do you
know?! You STILL can’t afford things!
How many times have you gone for the cheaper or FREE tool or solution just to
save a few bucks, but in the end it cost you far more time, stress and headache?
You didn’t have the time or money, and now look! You still don’t have the time
or money!
The quicker you realize your CURRENT CIRCUMSTANCES are the reason WHY
something needs to change, the quicker you can take an action that is BIGGER
than your circumstances!
Instead of asking “How much will this cost?” or “Can I afford this?” successful
entrepreneurs ask, “What’s the ROI?” “What is the benefit? The reward?” “If
this were successful, how much would it grow my business?”
Successful entrepreneurs ALWAYS invest in themselves and their businesses
because they have trained themselves to look for the POSITIVE GAIN in any
endeavor. And if it can save time and make them more money, it’s a no-brainer!
And that’s why they continue to grow. Instead of making their important
decisions based on their current circumstances (which are a result of your
actions of the PAST), they make the decisions based on the business they are
creating, not the one they have today.

Now that we’ve got that covered, let’s address another “problem” I see
constantly, and that is...

Problems Are NOT The Problem! Thinking You Shouldn’t
Have Problems Is!
Ok, I want you to think about any problem you are currently having in your
business.
Maybe it’s refunding a client or a troublesome employee, or a software solution
that refuses to work correctly. So... Got one? GOOD!
Now, what makes it a problem? Does it say “PROBLEM” across the top of it? Is
there a big fat sign labeling this as “PROBLEM” *or* is this just something you
are experiencing that is unwanted, and you decided to LABEL it a problem.
Who labeled it? You did.
One of the biggest mistakes new entrepreneurs make, is they waste COUNTLESS
hours in an attempt to try and AVOID “problems.” And then, when they DO get
a problem, the freak the F out!
So, first off: there actually is no such thing as a PROBLEM. It’s just a temporary
experience of something unwanted (temporary being the operative word here).
And if you spend 90% of your day running around trying to put out fires, how
fast will it be before your entire business burns to the ground?

Again, I know this is counter-intuitive, but stay with me!
Your brain is automatically wired to seek out threats, danger and “problems.”
You’re LOOKING for it! And if you spent all your time and energy focusing on
“problems,” guess what you get more of?!
Instead, successful entrepreneurs know that “problems” are just illusions and
they are unavoidable and inevitable. In fact, without “problems,” we would ALL
be out of a job! Why?
Because solving problems is in the very nature of entrepreneurship!
Instead of freaking out, or complaining or playing a victim, you should be asking,
where’s the opportunity? The Lesson? How is this preparing me? How will I
grow from this?
Here’s How ONE “Problem” Literally Made Me Millions!
Four years ago, I got a phone call from my CPA that literally dropped me to my
knees.
“James,” she told me. “I have good news, and bad news.”
“The GOOD news: you just had a GREAT month! Over $70,000 in revenue.”
The bad news?
“The bad news, your expenses are the same.”

I freaked out for a good day or two before I came to my senses. You see, on the
outside my business was growing, but on the inside it was a complete mess!
Thousands were going out daily to over-priced freelancers who made more
work for me. I was spending hours just trying to manage and clean up their
messes.
This is WHAT some would call a big, BIG “problem.”
However, if it weren’t for that experience, I would have never sought the
solution that would change everything.
You see, I’m a big NERD, and my wife got me some LEGO toys to help blow off
steam. As we sat there building this kid’s toy, the light bulbs turned on! What if
I could build our business the SAME way I was building this LEGO toy?! Have
you ever seen the instruction manual on these things? Step-by-Step detailed
and precise instructions that are foolproof.
And that’s EXACTLY what I did: I built the entire LEGO Instruction Manual for
Online Business, and it revolutionized our business from the inside out.

Then, we handed those same instruction manuals to our students inside
Business By Design so they, too, could grow with more simplicity and structure!
And Business By Design has now generated over $3 Million in sales in less than
2 years.
All of this was born out of a “PROBLEM.”
Where do you think I would be if I would have chosen to continue seeing this
problem as a problem, not as the opportunity of a lifetime?
This idea of “problems” also carries into the biggest category of problems
entrepreneurs always seem to be wrestling with:
FAILURE.
Well, I hate to break it to you, but there is actually no such thing as FAILURE
either. Unicorns and dragons are more real than Failure. YET, how many
entrepreneurs will GIVE UP on their dreams and go back to a J.O.B. (just over
broke) because they’ve experienced what they call failure... or worse, they think
THEY’RE a failure.
So, let me ask you, what does Failure look like?
Think about it for a second. When do you know you’ve failed?
Now, most readers will describe a scenario that can be summed up as simply as:
“a failure happens when something didn’t go the way I wanted it to go.”
Well... welcome to LIFE! Life rarely goes the way YOU want it to go.

Just this morning, my driveway was blocked for 3 hours by a giant cement
mixer. I had no control over that, and it definitely did not go the way I wanted it
to go. But does that mean I failed? I failed at my morning commute to work?
No.
And that’s because FAILURE is simply an interpretation. It’s a label we
unconsciously place on events and ultimately ourselves. And the tricky thing is,
every person has a completely different relationship with failure. Some like it,
but most hate it! Most try and avoid failing! Heck, most will never go after
success because they fear failure so much.
That’s like not going in your closet because you fear the boogeyman! BOTH OF
THOSE THINGS DO NOT EXIST!
And what’s worse is how many entrepreneurs will give up on their dreams
because they've experienced just too much of this thing called failure.
But... it does not exist. There is no failure out in the real world. There are only
things going the way you wanted and not the way you wanted. And none of
that has anything to do with who you are, or what you’re capable of moving
forward!
So, you can continue to go around and waste your time trying to avoid failure
(which doesn’t exist), and run your business labeling everything that doesn’t go
the way you wanted as failure, or you can see “failure” for what it really is and
be FREE from it once and for all.
Here is what’s really happening moments BEFORE you experience a “failure.”

First, you identify something you want. This could be a goal, an outcome or a
result. And if you’re smart, you also put a deadline on that goal.
Then, you go after that goal. You take actions with the intention of
accomplishing that goal.
Then, that deadline comes and goes. And here’s what happens: you either got
the result you wanted or you got the lesson you needed. PERIOD.
The RESULT you wanted or the LESSON you needed. Now if you look, there is
NO failure in that. If it IS there, YOU added it!
“But James, I don’t want a lesson! I can’t cash that in the bank!”
Nonsense! Smart entrepreneurs KNOW that lessons learned out on the
“battlefield” are the most valuable elements to growth. And we rarely if ever
see the lessons or takeaways in our successes and wins! They are found in our
“failures.”
And we show up as the SCIENTIST in your business, you know you’re job is
simply to test and tweak and see what works and what doesn’t. The scientist
doesn’t huddle in the corner of the shower gripping his knees simply because
SCIENCE proved his hypothesis wrong.
It’s no different with you and I! Setting a goal of a $100,000 launch is like
creating a hypothesis. You’re essentially saying, “I propose that if I do all these
things this way, it will result in $100,000.” The problem is what happens after
that.
The Scientist says, “Let’s observe and see if that actually happens.”

The human entrepreneur says, “If this doesn’t happen, I’m screwed. I’m a
failure, and I knew I wasn’t cut out for this!”
I tell my students that the journey of entrepreneurship does not need to be a
STRUGGLE of constant suffering. I’m not saying that it’s easy or overnight, I’m
simply saying that no amount of beating yourself up, worrying about what’s
going to happen, regretting yesterday, or questioning your life will EVER grow
your business. So much of the “struggle” is internal and it’s completely
unnecessary!
In fact, I believe it’s the BIGGEST thing holding people back!
Let me ask you, when was the last time you bought from an emotional train
wreck who was riddled with anxiety and fear? “Oh yes, give me some of what
he’s teaching!”
NEVER. We buy from those we CONNECT with the most. And we connect with
them because there is something we see in them, that we admire and wish we
had more of ourselves. Things like courage, authenticity, leadership and
innovation.
Not fear, doubt and stress.
And here’s the cold harsh truth: You will never get to your “final business
destination” without the journey.
And why would you want to?!
When you fall in love with the PROCESS, you realize we’re here to play the
game, not just get the trophy at the end. And discovering and mastering the
lessons that you need is a big, BIG part of the PROCESS.

Because when it comes to business: growth happens in stages.
Right now you are in a stage in your business. And chances are, you would like
to grow and go to the next stage... and maybe you can’t despite how hard
you’ve tried. And that is simply because you have not LEARNED what you need
to learn to PROGRESS to the next level.
Maybe it’s a lesson about your market, about marketing, about scaling, about
team building. (Many stages, many lessons!)
BUT if you continue to label everything that happens in your business as
FAILURE, you’ll NEVER EVER find (let alone learn!) the lesson, and you’ll never
grow. Then of course, you’ll be forced to give up eventually, and then you
technically will have failed. Enter self-fulfilling prophecy.
This is why I tell my students over and over, what got you here, won’t get you
there!
A more appropriate question to ask would be, what is the lesson in all of this for
me? What haven’t I seen yet? Where is the GOOD in this? How can I prevent
this in the future?
How is this honing me? Preparing me? Strengthening me?

I can not tell you how many other ways that the thinking of the successful
entrepreneurs differs from that of the rest of the world. We certainly are a
weird bunch. Today, I pretty much do the OPPOSITE of what everyone else is
doing. I ZIG while the rest of the world ZAGS, and it’s gotten me this far.
But I figured it would be helpful to at least include a few different ways in which
successful entrepreneurs think differently than most that are bizarrely counterintuitive and go against your common sense.
Ready?!

Opportunities are actually the enemy!
Most people think opportunities and “great ideas” are rare. They’re not.
However, how many new entrepreneurs do you see trying to chase two rabbits
at the same time... or rather 5 or 6?
The seasoned entrepreneur knows the truth: OPPORTUNITIES ARE
EVERYWHERE. There are so many opportunities out there that the discipline is
in learning to say NO 99% of the time. Next time you think about saying “yes” to
one more opportunity, you may want to ask yourself, “What is it costing me to
say yes to this?”

Slowing Down is the Fastest Way to Speed Up!
If your plan for growing your business includes working longer, harder and
faster, that’s not a very good plan. Successful entrepreneurs know the secret is
to actually... SLOW DOWN. When you slow down, you take the time to create
the right structure, systems, processes, automation and people so the business
can run without you. Then, it’s like warp speed to Endor!

A Great Offer is the LAST Thing You Do... Not the
First!
If you want a great business, you’re gonna need a great offer. But, most
struggling entrepreneurs START with a “great product idea,” and that mistake
will ultimately be their demise. Let me explain:

Most entrepreneurs start their business with a question like, “What’s something
I could sell?” “What am I good at?” “What could I teach?”
Then, they spend months (sometimes years) trying to find the audience who’s
willing to buy this “perfect product.” That’s like jamming the round peg into the
square hole.
Product ▸Offer ▸Market = BACKWARDS
If you’d like to make your life 10x easier, you ALWAYS begin with the market
you want to serve FIRST. The better questions to ask are, “Who do I want to
help and serve?” “Where are these people hanging out?” and then... “What is it
they are already asking for that I can deliver?”
Market ▸Offer ▸Product = the EASY Way
One is upstream. The other is down. I prefer to go down.

Working for FREE will Keep You Broke
When you think of Movies and Toy Franchise Deals, what do you think of?
If you said Star Wars, you’d be referencing one of the most infamous Movie
Franchise deals in history. But what most people know is the little known story
of how struggling toy company Kenner generated over $100 Million in 12
months WITHOUT actually selling anything.
The short version: Kenner Toys locked in an exclusive rights deal with LucasFilm
to create and sell the official Star Wars Action Figures when the 1977 film
released. The problem: This deal was locked in just MONTHS before the film’s
release, which wasn’t nearly enough time to create the toys.

The solution?
Kenner SOLD Action Figure “I.O.U.’s” with a promise of the toys being delivered
some time in the future. Yes, you can’t make this up. All over America,
hundreds of thousands of kids woke up on Christmas Day to a piece of
cardboard promising that one day soon you will get your toy. And it crushed.
Several hundreds of thousands “coupons” were sold. And by the time the third
Star Wars film aired, Kenner ended up selling over 22 million Star Wars toys
annually, and made up 80 to 85% of the market.
The Lesson: Sell it FIRST. Make it SECOND.
Once you have the right market and the right offer for that market, here’s the
next big mistake so many personal brands make: They spend
6 to 8 months trying to create the “perfect” online course or membership. In
essence, they work for free. Then, they finally launch to a ghost town.
Why a ghost town? Because they spent all their time creating a product, not
creating an audience!
If you want to grow and grow fast, you’ll want to LEAD with audience building
and TEST your offer by selling it BEFORE you make it.
This is something I teach called “Monetize Before You Make it!” and it’s the
concept of running a group of Founding Members through a live iteration of
your coaching, course or membership so you can get paid FIRST then build it
SECOND.

Doing this does FOUR things:
1. It vastly speeds up the implementation and creation time
2. Gives proof of concept
3. Gets you paid
4. Get you amazing testimonials and case studies for the future

I Could Continue…
The more I take the time to write out these beliefs and share them with you,
the more I am reminded of. To name a few more: successful entrepreneurs and
business owners know their FIRST role is to MASTER marketing first. No one is
going to do it for you.
Successful entrepreneurs have a positive relationship with SELLING, charging
premium prices and asking for money.
Successful Entrepreneurs know that COMPETITION is a GREAT thing, not bad.
And the list goes on and on. Perhaps I will share more in the future, but for now
I want to leave you with one final piece that will help LOCK this new way of
thinking in for you…

You now have a list of different ways in which the successful think about how
they approach their businesses, opportunities, and growth. Chances are, a few
of these offered palm-to-face smacking moments where you realized you’ve
been doing it all backwards. (Good, better now than 12 months from now!)
But even with all this information, most will continue to struggle. Why?
Because it’s competing with a LIFETIME of existing thoughts, beliefs and
perspectives. And the brain does not like new, different or uncertain. Like a
rubber band, it will want to snap back to what it’s used to.
And on top of that, you may have noticed yourself already begin to
REJECT some of what I shared. Maybe you said, “I’ll do that ONCE I get xyz.” Or,
“I can do that AFTER I launch, or after I make $100,000, or after I get the time,
etc.”
Notice if you’ve already began to tell yourself this.

Because it is 100% BACKWARDS and a completely BROKEN model. This is what I
call CONDITIONAL LIVING.
Or put another way: HAVE. DO. BE.
When I have the money, have the time, have the list, then I can DO these
certain things, and I’ll finally BE happy, BE successful, BE enough.

BACK.WARDS.
If you want to change anything in your life, change always begins from the
inside out. It begins with your BEING.
New York Times Best Selling Author Dr. Joe Dispensa describes your “BEING” as
a combination of your thinking and your feeling. And when your thoughts
match with your feelings, you are aligned.
When you BEGIN first who who do you need to BE, you’ll take the appropriate
actions necessary to get the results you actually desire.

FORWARDS: BE. DO. HAVE.
What you want (the outcome) is a result of the actions (do) you take, and the
actions you take are only as good as the BEING (you!) doing the actions!
Everything begins with who you choose to BE in this moment, the next moment,
and the moment after that.

So, as I leave you for now, my invitation is that you look at some of the
suggested NEW and counter-intuitive ways of thinking about your business, and
you begin NOW to think and BE that way now... not tomorrow, not once you
have time, but NOW.
And here’s one final question I can offer:
As you look at the vision you have for the dream business you WANT, the
question I have for you is: What does that business need from you? WHO does
that business need?
Who do you need to be, how do you need to think and how do you need to feel
to run that business?
When you begin to LIVE the answer to that question NOW, you’re business will
become much less of a dream and much more of a reality.

